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Sustainable Practices in Design



In 2019, COVID explored and changed our life. We need to keep social
distance to make sure our safety. It limited our chance to walk into
nature and change how we connect with friends and family.
Working from home and social isolation provide a solution to make sure
our safety. However, these social conditions have also blurred the lines
between work and social life.

The inability to differentiate between the outside and the indoors results
in a fractured human-nature relationship. We need a new way of
identifying boundaries to allow us to reconnect with nature.

According to research on the biophilic, connecting with nature improves
human health and mental well-being, referring to the scientific evidence.  
And biophysics are already apply to different design area to minimize
stress, boost cognitive function and productivity, and improve our well-
being.

Our team wants to take these elements into our design solution and
provide safe and generative design for people working from home. And
our design should keep antifragile to deal with different situations.

INTRODUCTION

“Antifragility is beyond resilience or robustness.
The resilient resists shocks and stays the same; the
antifragile gets better.”

― Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Antifragile: Things
That Gain from Disorder

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/19092611


How Might We 
create a different relationship 

with nature that leads to a richer ‘return to normal’
for those who’ve been socially isolated during the pandemic?



Secondary Research

Online Data
Articles and Readings

....

Chapter I



Because of the lockdown, people are
beginning to think on the scale of the
neighborhood. Small areas and green
squares are  spaces of physical and
mental health preservation.

Some people  avoid activities that
involve other people or crowds.
Activities for which respondents
haven't changed involvement can
usually be done alone.

SECONDARY RESEARCH INSIGHTS

Parks were one of the last public
amenities to reopen, and although
social distancing and wearing a mask
are mandatory, there is still some fear
of crowding and of using public
transportation to get there.

COVID-19

 Feature Illustration by Project Noun



Loneliness is a subjective feeling of
isolation. Nonetheless, isolation and
loneliness are very much linked. 

High-Risk Groups for loneliness include
immigrants; marginalized groups
including LGBTQIA people, people of
color and others; and older adults.

SECONDARY RESEARCH INSIGHTS

Nature and natural processes have
the potential to threaten predictability
and control, and to remind us of our
own mortality. Thus, terror
management concerns lead people to
isolate or distance themselves. 

SOCIAL ISOLATION

 Feature Illustration by Project Noun



The frequency of greenspace use and
green window views are associated
with increased levels of self‐esteem, life
satisfaction, and subjective happiness
and decreased levels of depression,
anxiety, and loneliness.

Through the effects of nature, we can
have a positive and lasting effect on
individuals in the home suffering from
anxiety and depression as well as other
mental illnesses. 

SECONDARY RESEARCH INSIGHTS

Practices associated with the cultivation
and contemplation of flowers and
ornamental plants can be an option to aid
in the care for the mental health of the
population.

Activities can be done indoors, outdoors
or even virtually, with flowers and plants
used as supporting instruments to make
the population feel less secluded.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH NATURE
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Generational differences aren't alone in
determining biophilic activity valuation.

Young people are more vulnerable to
loneliness if isolating. While, middle-aged
adults tend to look for peace and quiet in
the garden, while older adults are more
likely to seek stimulation.

SECONDARY RESEARCH INSIGHTS

Adults aged 50 and older are socially
isolated or lonely in ways that put their
health at risk.

Americans spend over 90% of their lives
inside, where indoor air pollution is up to
five times worse than outdoor pollution.

DEMOGRAPHICS

 Feature Illustration by Project Noun



COVID-19                                                                           

SOCIAL-ISOLATION                                                                          

RELATIONSHIP WITH
NATURE        

DEMOGRAPHIC                                                                          

INSIGHT 1: Parks and other green spaces
during  COVID became a popular medium for
social and exercise activities to preserve
everyone's mental health and physical well-
being.

INSIGHT 3: A positive relationship with
nature leads to positive well-being; a
relationship with nature can be established
by exposure to a real or artificial
environment.

INSIGHT 4: Whether old or young,
everyone can benefit from open nature.

INSIGHT 2: Nature and the natural process
have a positive impact on social isolation
and loneliness.

Garcia, C. (2020, December 01). City Square: Redefining public spaces during and after the
pandemic. Retrieved April 26, 2021, from https://www.archdaily.com/952145/city-square-
redefining-public-spaces-during-and-after-the-pandemic

Loneliness and social isolation linked to serious health conditions. (2020, November
04). Retrieved April 26, 2021, from
https://www.cdc.gov/aging/publications/features/lonely-older-
adults.html#:~:text=Social%20isolation%20significantly%20increased%20a,percent%20i
ncreased%20risk%20of%20dementia.

Capaldi, C., Dopko, R., & Zelenski, J. (2014, August 18). The relationship between nature
connectedness and happiness: A meta-analysis. Retrieved April 26, 2021, from
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00976/full

Franklin, D. (2012, March 01). How hospital gardens help patients heal. Retrieved April
26, 2021, from https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/nature-that-nurtures/
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"Adding an indirect experience with nature through earth
tones can also have an array of positive psychological and
physiological effects – as long as the colors represent what
Söderlund calls “healthy nature”. 
- How ‘Biophilic’ Design can Create a Better Workspace by
Mark Johanson

"The skin is your largest sense organ. As well as stopping
your insides from escaping, your skin is home to sensors
that detect temperature, pressure, movement and
resistance, shape and texture and even changes in humidity
and static electricity.Using different textures around your
workstation allows skin to be stimulated. Creating a breeze
(not a draught), or experiencing some sunlight or even
taking a shower for pleasure rather than utility."
- The Biophilic Home Office by Kenneth Freeman

Fresh air and sunlight can not only increase the thermal
comfort of your home office, but it can also boost mood
and aid in creativity and productivity. Natural sunlight can
relax the eye muscles and effectively reduce fatigue.
-  How to Incorporate Biophilic Design into Your Home Office
by CaraGreen

"For despite being at home all day, remote workers in the
time of coronavirus face key challenges that can affect
engagement, satisfaction, productivity, and mental health"
-Coronavirus: Why work from home no longer seems like a perk
even at Google, Facebook by Sindhu Kashyaap

ADDITIONAL SECONDARY RESEARCH INSIGHTS 

https://www.caragreen.com/blog/entry/how-to-incorporate-biophilic-design-into-your-home-office


Primary Research

Fly On The Wall
Survey
Card Sorting
Interview
Sensory Cue

....

Chapter II



Interviews

Sensory Cue 

Surveys

Fly on the Wall
10 locations

74 respondents Card Sorting

15 interviewees

22 participants

5 participants

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

PRIMARY RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
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In the fly on the wall exercises, observing their unconscious

behavior instead of asking them what they do, helped us see

the natural tendency of people to be in nature. Whether inside

or outside, they want to be closer to the sunlight and fresh air. 

In our survey, we learned about how pandemic has changed

people's school life and work life and what emotion people

have when they have a lesser chance of being outdoor. 

In the card sorting activity, we learned about the exterior, and

interior environment people want to be in and what they

dislike.

In our primary research, we aimed to uncover the needs,

preferences, and challenges of people working from home during

covid and their nature-relatedness have impacted their mental and

physical well-being. We used five different methods to help me

gain a deeper insight.

PRIMARY RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

From our interviews, it helped us to understand the relationship

with nature within people working from home and how the

connection with nature impacted their wellbeing and work life.

 In the sensory cue workshop, we tried to understand what

natural or non-natural elements are missing that could enhance

people's working from home experience.



SouthCoast Apartment,

Savannah, GA

Mariner Grove Apartment

Complex, Savannah, GA

Savannah Mall, Savannah, GA

Beacon Trail Head, NY

Blue Mountain Reservation, NY

North County Rail Trail, NY

Rockwood Hall, NY

Outdoor areas
Hue Student Living,

Downtown Savannah, GA

Communal spaces Indoor spaces

FLY ON THE WALL

 Feature Illustration by Canva



Resting points at look outs purposed toward admiration and
reflection.

Paths and trails with "rewards" along the way, like this
rushing brook on the left. 

Highly auditory experience with sounds of water, flying 
airplanes overhead, dogs barking, secondhand conversation, 
and gravel beneath feet.

Peeps of color brightened mood and made me feel hopeful,
for example, bright shades of green in grass and plants,
yellows and whites from daffodils, and spots of blue sky
between clouds.

ROCKWOOD HALL 



Personal kiosk and working desk are usually empty during the day

Spaces near the Windows are commonly occupied during the Day Sketches showing personal observations

Seating positions are often away from the windows or opening
during night - Use of personal Kiosk

HUE STUDENT LIVING : COMMON ACTIVITY AREA



Both's reason of going outside was for purposeful activities to reduce
stress for short periods (activities: smoking or drinking beer alone)
Some cases interacting with neighbors or making family calls  
Top areas: front porch (more surrounding nature and moving traffic)
and back lounge areas (secluded and sheltered)

Simulation of ambience sounds, mood lighting and plants in room
The more stress, the more limitation to go outside and smoke inside

Did not have any motivation to go outside; elected to barely be
outside his room (window limitation)
Minimal interaction with roommates 
Top areas: his room

Individuals 1 & 2

Individual 1

Individual 3

SOUTHCOAST APARTMENT : FRONT PORCH AREA



MARINER GROVE APARTMENT COMPLEX



Beacon Trail Head in

Upstate New York

Hue Student Living

Savannah, Georgia

Final data points

Outdoor spaces offer
people a place to

exercise, socialization,
and rest

People are instinctually
drawn to elements of

nature even when
indoors. 

Outdoor spaces offer
more direct interaction
with biophilic elements
than indoor spaces do

Artificial biophilic
elements are much less
common than natural

biophilic elements

People feel safe in
natural environments to
connect with others on

an intimate level

Connecting with nature
is both simultaneously a

communal and
individual experience

FLY ON THE WALL INSIGHTS



What do you do to refresh your mind when stressed?

Do you prefer simulated environments (e.g projectors of water, ambience rain sounds,

etc.) or actual natural environments?

Do you use phone/computer/television screensavers that portray natural landscapes?

How often do you go outside during social isolation?

How does the pandemic change your relationship with nature?

At the beginning of the order of social isolation, how many people stayed with you?

On a scale of 1 (strong disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) do you feel that you are socially

isolated during COVID?

Do you enjoy working/studying from home?

Which space makes you feel more connected with nature indoors?

72
Respondents

Questionnaire 

SURVEY



Natural
60.4%

Both
31.2%

Neither
8.3%

Simulated
0%

Do you prefer simulated environments (e.g
projectors of water, ambience rain sounds,

etc.) or actual natural environments?

It's easier to have access to both nature and simulated environment
because of space or environment limitations. Simulated environments
might be more flexible in the case when people need it. 
When people are in nature, all senses are engaged which makes them
calm, comfortable and relaxed.
People like the natural sounds because they are unpredictable and
changeable and that's what keeps it interesting as well as calming.
Technology is not mature enough for simulation. Simulated environments
are more predictable because they are usually a loop and you know
you're not going to encounter any exclusive bird noises or just a little shift
in the sound.

PARTICIPANT SURVEY



What do you do to refresh your mind
when stressed?

0 10 20 30 40

hear relaxing ambience sounds 

close eyes/take a nap 

open the window to get fresh air 

step outside 

customize environment according to mood 

Enjoy personal time alone 

Interact with others 

Other 

Do you use phone/computer/television
screensavers that portray natural landscapes?

Yes
50%

Indifferent
22.9%

Does not apply to me
20.8%

I disabled it
6.3%



How often do you go outside during
social isolation?

multiple times a week
31.3%

once a day
18.8%

multiple times a day
18.8%

Once a week
16.7%

a couple times a month
6.3%

once a month
4.2%

How does the pandemic change your
relationship with nature?

no impact
31.3%

I realize I need nature more
29.2%

I have less opportunity to be in nature
22.9%

I have more opportunity to be in nature
14.6%

Other
2.1%



1-2
49.2%

3+
23.7%

0
15.3%

I had pet/pets
11.9%

At the beginning of the order of social isolation,
how many people stayed with you?

86% of pet owners claim to be more calm, happy, and positive
during social isolation.
Some said that taking care of pets gave them something to
focus on. And having the opportunity to take walks with them
had a positive impact on their mental wellbeing, as we can
communicate with them. They don't feel alone anymore, and
their relationship is closer.
Others said that they don't have pets, but the pandemic made
them realize how much they want one.

If you had a pet, how did it affect your wellbeing?



Neutral
37.5%

Strongly disagree
20.8%

Moderate agree
20.8%

Moderate disagree
12.5%

Strongly disagree
8.3%

On a scale of 1 (strong disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree) do you feel that you are socially isolated

during COVID?

40% of participants believe they are socially isolated during the pandemic
30% of participants are neutral regarding if they are socially isolated.
18% of participants who strongly agree that they are socially isolated
believe they have less interaction with family and friends. They think there
are fewer opportunities to be in nature and realize they need nature more.
Some respondents say they feel depressed, sad, and stressed because
they don't get to meet new people.
On the positive side, COVID-19 helped some create meaningful social
interactions between those they are in close contact with.

How does social isolation impact your
mental/emotional health during COVID?



Yes
49%

Sometimes
43%

No
8%

Do you enjoy working/studying from home?

Working from home allows us to have a flexible schedule and have more
time to relax and rest
Working from home is more comfortable, relaxing, and convenient
because it's our own space and we don't need to be concerned with other
people's feelings when we stay at home alone
Working from home saves us lots of time and money
Working from home increases our productivity because there are less
interruptions
People are happy they don't have to be social with others

If any, what benefits of stay-at-home order
influence your current lifestyle?



71.4% 26.5% 2.0%10.2%

Which space makes you feel more connected with nature indoors?



60% participants
feel better in
actual natural
environments.

57% participants
often go outside
during social
isolation

People like natural
sounds because they
are unpredictable and
changeable and that's
what keeps it
interesting as well as
calming.

86% of pet owners
claim to be more
calm, happy, and
positive during
social isolation.

"Working from
home allows us to
have a flexible
schedule and have
more time to relax
and rest "

50% participants
use phone/
computer/ television
screensavers that
portray natural
landscapes.

Some respondents
say they feel
depressed, sad, and
stressed because
they don't get to
meet new people.

Working from home is more
comfortable, relaxing, and
convenient because it's our
own space and we don't
need to be concerned with
other people's feelings
when we stay at home
alone

On the positive side,
COVID-19 helped
some create
meaningful social
interactions between
those they are in
close contact with.

People are
happy that they
don't have to be
social with
others

SURVEY FINDINGS



22 participants

CARD SORTING WORKSHOP

Participants localization
86% USA/ 9% Hong Kong / 5% China

Duration 
1 day

Goals
-Define WHY people feel what they feel or why they have
said preferences

-Determine the stress reducers, positive experiences and
alleviators of being in or interacting with nature 

-Identify biophobia, negative experiences, fears, and
hesitations to interact with or some of its elements



Each table cell shows the number of times a card was sorted
into the corresponding standardized category. The darker the
cell, the more participants agreed with this grouping.

The Standardization Grid structures each table cell to show the
number of times a card was sorted into the corresponding
standardized category. The darker the cell, the more participants
agreed with this grouping.

Top Comfort
Beach
Zen
Lake

High Less Comfort 
Snake 
Travel
Green Building

Other
Snake

CARD SORTING WORKSHOP



Ocean scenes and window breezes
carry the same weight and impact
according to participant's selection

Vastness can be represented in both
natural and architectural spaces

Mountain views and fresh produce are
often associated with activities like
hiking, running, cooking, and gardening.

Hiking and dog images were most
associated with each other. This could in

part be because of their energetic vibe
and sense of adventure.

These pictures were least associated
with each other, one image being live
and wild, and the other being vast,
industrial, and serene.

Gaming and lake
images were most
associated with each
other and are outliers
in terms of how
contrasted they are. 

Ocean and flowers had the highest
compatibility. This could be in part
a result of a shared level of beauty

and emotional impact

Simulated and natural
biophilic designs for the

home are interchangeable

Fresh produce and beach scenes are
most associated with each other
perhaps due to their natural vibe

SIMILARITY
CLUSTERING MATRIX



Open window
 image motivated

opportunity to
change or invitation

to go outside

Height phobia 
influenced discomfort
towards pictures that

represented altitude or
extreme sport 

Not bothered by snake
picture but its slimy

and unappealing
texture surrounding its

environment

Bothered by tall
height, open ocean

and safety in
density

2

1

Sunset light 
reinforces that we 
live in a simulation

 (systemically lied to)
 

6

5Image of dogs
triggered happiness
and admiration but

fear of being too
close

4
Plants inside must be

growing against
nature and not are

not free

Beach picture
triggered past

ambience
experience of cold

weather, relaxation
and positive

memories

7

8

Participant Feedback

CARD SORTING

3



Affinity for the environment is highly conditional.
For example, people do not like to directly interact
with nature while it's raining outside.
Sense of scale contributes significantly to the
great impact that experiencing the environment
has on individuals - from noticing the small blooms
of flowers, to a vast and expansive view of the
Hudson River.
People are inherently drawn to biophilic design.
For example, more people work or exercise near
windows, where sunlight shines in.
Natural biophilia and artificial biophilia are
interchangeable, as people appreciate both forms. 

Nature is unpredictable, whereas biophilia is
designed. Engaging with the limitless
unpredictability of nature is an active
experience, and engaging with the human
craftwork that is Biophilia is often passive. The
majority of people observed in nature were
active in that environment, or were directly
interacting with natural elements themselves. 
Natural environments are places of enjoyment,
therapy, socialization, and exercise. 
Biophilia is highly sensory. All 5 senses can be
stimulated when experiencing effective
biophilic design. 

FLY ON THE WALL INSIGHTS



INTERVIEW

How might we understand relationships
with nature within people  who work

from home?

What is their everyday
working routine and

home office
environment?

What are the perceived
benefits of working

from home?

What are the missing
elements of nature that

potentially enhance
wellbeing?

How has the
relationship with nature

impacted their
wellbeing?



Describe your daily routine during the working day.
How has the pandemic changed your routine?
Do you work and rest at the same confined space? Explain.
What do you like about your work space? 
Are there any elements that are missing that would improve your work from home office environment? 
Do you have any plants in your working space?
How often do you go outside during an average work day at home?
What are some reasons why you go outside during the work day?
How does it feel when you go outside during a work break?
How has working from home during COVID influenced your well-being? Can you elaborate please? 
What kind of environmental elements bring on anxiety, stress, or depression for you?
What are the most satisfying methods of communicating with others?
And how have these enhanced your wellbeing?
What visual or non-visual connections with nature reduce stress or improve mood? 
Tell us about the first three things you see when you step out of your dream home? 
Three things when you step back inside?
Compared to pre-COVID, how has your relationship with nature changed?
Describe your favorite natural environment. How does it make you feel? 
What are the three things that help you connect with nature? Why? 
What are the challenges you face when connecting with nature? 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

18
Interviewees

INTERVIEW
Questionnaire 



" " "Any time that I'm able to smile, it
enhances my well being. So, if I can
see somebody smile, then I'll smile
back, and that's an exchange of

positive energy. If it's just texting or
messaging, you're not going to get

that.

...the instant I step
outside, I feel freedom.

... And then there's the
second stage of anxiety,
which is more technical.

What if my laptop breaks
down, or my Zoom

connection fails, or I
forget about my meeting?
What if I can't submit my
submission on time, or if

the link doesn't work?

KEY INTERVIEWS QUOATES



I hate bugs and
that's the reason I
don't want to have

plants.

The challenge I face
when connecting with

nature is care. How much
I should care about

nature and how much I
can care about nature.

How much I can do, and
how much am I capable

doing.

The presence of water
affects my mood and

state of mind by calming
me and putting my mind

at ease..

KEY INTERVIEWS QUOATES

" " "



Working environment 

Natural environment

Different Sounds

Normal Objects in working and living

environment

Things annoy us

Lighting condition

Color choice 

We also conducted a sensory cue to
complement our interview and gain a
deeper understanding of our user base. 

We looked at 7 aspects in total.

SENSORY CUE WORKSHOP



The workshop led 7 participants to curate their selections based on preferred environments,
objects, sounds, and colors that impacted or influenced their relationship with nature.

Participants
76 out of 7 participants

preferred a work space
with direct natural light
if not window and
actual window access

1 Participant felt the
usage of dark spaces and
simulated colorful lights
to be immersed and work
in a imaginative
environement

2 out of 7 Participant's for
minimum distraction they
wanted no sound to help
them work due to
restrictions of job role or
preference

More mention things that
help them connect with
nature, like being safe,
plant smells, natural
symbolic elements

1 Participant prefer cold
or snowy environments
that avoid bugs, have
comfortable
temperatures and not
be uncomfortable cause
of personal sweat

1 Participant liked having
access to a window but
would keep shutters
down to avoid glare from
sunlight on tech devices
when working

1 Participant mention not
caring for plants but
chose a favorite
environments with many
plants and green walls to
hang due to small space
and nearby outdoor parks

Water relations were
common as despite being
seasick or scared of
water, they want to be
near water access with
water activities

1 out of 7 participant's
prefer a shared space
and crowded
environment when
working 

Common said Air purifiers
by plants or aromas
made them more
connected to nature
through simulated natural
products in their home

SENSORY CUE KEY INSIGHTS



Yellow
Stickies

Blue
 Stickies

Data Points
Individual 

to the users
What matters 

Pink
 Stickies

Green
Stickies

Key Issues Core Stories 

AFFINITIZATION



Interview insights

Sensory Cue insights

YELLOW DATAS



Multiple connections 
between reducing

stress
and the presence of

water

Visual and non-visual
connection with nature

as stimuli for task
concentration

Natural material
connection to the
concept of what

home is

Priority of refuge
against nature for

personal 
safety 

Fresh airflow caters to
personal comfort,

sense of freedom and
clarity

Dynamic, immersive
and internchangable

light sources

BLUE DATA



Feelings/moods
associated with being

around natural
elements

verbal and face to face
communication

preference

Feelings/moods
associated with

space

I am not interest
with nature

Positive ways I/we
connect with nature

Feelings/moods
associated with WFH

PINK DATA



Our respondents echoed common
themes and ideas in their response
to our research observation
methods. Our green stickies are the
culmination of our affinitization of
those themes and ideas. 

We considered these in our ideation
process, tailoring our brainstorming
process to address the issues and
maximize the positives our
respondents voiced.

GREEN DATA



Pink and Green Insights
paved the way for themes
and core stories that were
highlighted by respondent
data. These lead us to
develop design criteria 
for a proposed solution
and the overall
beneficiary target user.

KEY INSIGHTS



Opportunity Space

Problem Statement
Opportunity Statement
New Research Insights

....

Chapter III



Working from home and social isolation have provided humans with
unprecedented opportunities to grow in a secure and comfortable
environment during the COVID pandemic. 

Unfortunately, these social conditions have also blurred the lines
between work and social lives, resulting in a disconnect between
human health and innate connections with indoor/outdoor transitions.
Americans spend over 90% of their lives inside, where indoor air
pollution is up to five times worse than outdoor pollution, and COVID
has further limited time outdoors.

The inability to differentiate between the outside and the indoors results
in a fractured human-nature relationship, and humans may be more
vulnerable to the whims of the environment. A new way of identifying
boundaries is needed, which might allow for a method of re-establishing
conditions to reconnect people with nature.

WHERE ARE YOUR BOUNDARIES?

PROBLEM STATEMENT



According to research, connecting humans with nature improves their
health and mental wellbeing. As the world population continues to
remain indoors and adopt social isolation, biophilic design will
minimize stress, boost cognitive function and productivity, improve our
well-being, and expedite healing.

We believe that certain biophilic elements that benefit human
wellbeing are essential to our existence. New research supports
measurable, positive health implications of biophilic design, referring
to the scientific evidence for the human-nature relationship and its
positive impact on human well-being.

OPPORTUNITY SPACE

BREAKING OUT OF THE BOX



How might we                  the                      of
those who work from home                 
                     ?

enhance well-being
through nature

relatedness



Concept Development

Brainstorming
Evaluation matrix
Design Criterias
Strategy Canvas
Personas
User Journey
Value Proposition Canvas ....

Chapter IV



Concept #1
Feng Shui App

Description
An app will help you set up your working
environment to enhance your wellbeing
and help you to buy office equipment,
which helps you connect with nature.

Concept #2
Plant growing kit

Description
Plant raising kit to help people grow plants
in their working space.

IDEATIONS



Concept #3
Simulated Lighting 

Description
Using simulated elements to enhance
working or resting experience and creating
an ideal environment while working from
home.

Concept #4
Working pod

Description
Help people manage their working
environment and raise their productivity.

IDEATIONS



Concept Sketches by Krunal 
IDEATIONS

Concept #5
Undulating Surface 

Description
Using an undulating surface that emerges
from the ground creates a sense of
spectacle for the viewer while creating a
comfortable working space for users. 

Concept #6
Work Booth  

Description
Optimum required working space with a
visual connection to nature while
maintaining privacy.



EVALUATION MATRIX

We have used Evaluation Matrix to help us
narrow down our concepts and see which
are the most strongest and how can we
potentially improve it.  
Together we rated each concept using the
following criteria. 

Potential for High Innovation

Relevance to Discipline

Potential Impact

Feasibilility

Backup by Reseach Insights

Biophilia Patterns

Performance



Concept Sketches by Krunal 
IDEATIONS

Concept #7
Community Garden

Description
A community workspace surrounded by
vegetation on various levels.  

Concept #8
Work Booth 

Description
Optimum required working space by giving
a quiet escape from the surrounding
distraction.



Concept Sketches by Iris
IDEATIONS

Concept #9
Work Booth 

Description
By creating a main egress, it
separates the office pod. The
structure is inspired by classic
children's drawings of a home
which reminds users that this
is a second place for them to
work and relaxed. It has
multiple features inside to
support people's needs and
comforts while connecting
them with nature by
incorporating several biophilia
patterns.



STRATEGY CANVAS

Potential for High
Innovation 

Relevance to Discipline Potential
Impact/Externalities 

Feasibility Backup by primary and
secondary insights 

Biophilia Patterns Performance 

Concept #1

Concept #2

Concept #3

Concept #4



Safety
Comfort/ coziness
Environment boundary
Accessibility to nature (physical & financial)
Work environment specific for type of worker
Mood and emotion enhancer
Simulation technology support
Outdoor exploration

The team's favorite themes and key stories shaped 
the project's principles and overall design
requirements, leading to draft designs, ideation
sessions, and final concepts.

DESIGN CRITERIA



Sarah
THEN... REMOTE GRAD STUDENT

...Natural light and warm tones enhance my space and
wellbeing so it is important to have window access. ""

• Lockdown structure has changed her behavior so that she
is mostly an indoors learner
• Her class schedule keeps her busy and doesn’t leave much
time for outdoor activities
• Sets up all her workspaces by windows and natural light 

• Ensuring her successful and timely graduation
• Experiencing new opportunities and discovery
• Maximizing wellness
• Finding job security in her chosen field

NEEDS & GOALS

BEHAVIOR HIGHLIGHTS

From New York, since Covid lockdowns began, her classes have
mostly been remote. She spends most of her working day at her
small desk and laptop and looks for ways to have as much of nature
as she can in her studio apartment. 



...the instant I step outside, I feel freedom.""

NOW... REMOTE PROFESSIONAL 
Sarah

After graduation, she has been working from home for nearly a
year. Working from home means she has more time with family and
needs to share the environment with them. With younger siblings
always running around the house, staying inside, and working for
too long makes Sarah feels trapped. She is eager to get outside!

• Just bought a new Herman-Millier chair
• Likes drinking coffee in front of an open window
• Uses naturally scented candles while she is working

• Have a great work-life balance
• Get away relax spot after long hours 
• Having a comfortable working environment 

NEEDS & GOALS

BEHAVIOR HIGHLIGHTS



Customer ProfileValue Map

Internet access

Affordable office
and work space

Accessible to all

Office space
without strings
attached

Biophilic elements to
reduce stress

Clean workspace
Provide accessible tools/
and environment to
marginalized low income
communities in NY

Enhance willingness of self
and professional
improvement through
motivation

Easy to use app
interface

Protection and safety
for alternative work
environments

Pod adjustment
features

More exposure to
nature and biophilic
elements

Extension of
WeWork

Track and assess
wellbeing

Landscaping and
pod maintainence

Innovative
collaborative
spaces

Enhance park
landscape

Creates incentive
to experience
North Central Park

Community
wellness and work
content for tips/
advice
More accessible free
options for
marginalized
communities

Less mental and
social impacts
within isolated
people

Wifi access

Provide attractive
and flexible
workspace

Accessibility to
savvy workspace
inspires locals

Elevates community
through advanced
technology and
sculpture

Connects
workplace to
nature and
enhances wellbeing

Target Universalism
(Equity over equality)

Enhance working
from home
experience

Non intrusive
architecture

Increase job
opportunity,
economic and
social status

Lowering marginalized
group's barriers

Improve nature related
opportunities and
renewable resources
for people in need

More job opportunity
preparedness and better
work performance

Access to
inspiring
workspace

Ability and space to
focus and get work
done

Task managing

Connectiveness
with nature

Enhanced
productivity

Low cost

Low risk

Comfort, safety and
personalization of
space use

Someone leaves a
mess in the pod
and doesn't clean
after themselves
for the next person

Unable to secure a
time slot in pod
due to popularity Not enough time in Pod

Securing pod time slot
but missing tools to
work

Distracting view from
pod

Favorable climate
influence in traveling to
Pod location

Far commute to Pod

Select a time slot
to rent via
Sproutside App

Set pod
atmospheric
settings

Download and open
Sproutside App

Quiet space
and allotted
time to focus
and work

Use app to open
Sprout pod

Commute to Sprout Pod

Locate pod community

Mental and
physical 

"check in"

VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS



Branding
Project Location
Office Pods
App

....

Chapter V

Design Development



Alive 
Innovative
Green
Organized
Cozy
Biophilic
Productive

Forming Design and
Brand Language

BRANDING



Logo Explorations

Brand Colors

#1 SPROUT(S)
#2 Vesel
#3 Green Space / Worksule / Greensule

#OOO

#OutsideOfOffice

#FreshAirFridays

#InsideOut

#WeSprout #SignUpForNature

#WorkWellBeWell
#WeWorkOutdoors

BRANDING



LOGO RENDITIONS



Final Pod Concept Selection

Site selection in public parks for easy
accessibility

'Forest bathing' and usage of the exterior 

Considerations of usability under ADA

Pod structure emerges from the ground,
while front full glass functions for access 

as external usable areas to work

and view of the natural surrounding area

PODS IDEATION



Front View

Section

Plan

Setting formation

PODS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Front View

Frosted Glass

Adjustable Furnitures

Operable Window

Adjustable lighting

Lighting/AV control panel

PODS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Supportive App Features

Sproutside's app will help to build up a
complete system for different
stakeholders

Location finder and reservation selection
for easy accessibility

Using community to learn and share your
experience to enhance people's
motivation

Personalization of lighting and seasonal
scents and pod structure controls open
and close for safety

APP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



4 Navigation pages

We will have four main pages to navigate to enhance
user's experience in using Sprout

Home- Visualize your impact and learn from your
community

Reservation- Simplify the booking process and add a more
personal setting.

Control panel- Provide an efficient way to control Sprout
and make sure you're safe at the same time

Account- Manage all your orders and measure your well-
being and see your impact.

APP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Visualize the impact
Top article
Challenge section

Sprouts near you 
3 step reservation

Instruction 
Scan QR code and NFC unlock

Social impact
Well-being
Time manage
Booking history

APP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Choose the date Choose the time slot Choose your personal
preference

Show you the best result Show the QR code for
reservation

APP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Personalized main page and
articles
Smart filter 

Article labeled by  categories A detailed article page, Our authors can be experts,
KOL, or users.
You can follow the author and
share the article with friends 

APP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Instruction Consent form Timer for using Sprout
Temperature control
Brightness control
Environmental setting

Sprout self check 

APP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS



Final Solutions
Chapter V

Logo
Sproudoutside rendering
App

....



We are a workspace community for New Yorkers
providing special access for diverse residents in Northern
Manhattan. We understand that it can be difficult
working from home where resources are limited or the
environment can be distracting, so we have designed
workspace pods we call "Sprouts" that take your
wellbeing into account.

Supported by our app, we evaluate your mood and health
status to create an ideal workspace that utilizes elements
of nature to enhance productivity. Unlike other public
workspaces like libraries and cafes, we created privacy
and a sense of safety in our pods without disconnecting
from the beautiful surroundings of Central Park. By
bringing people "Sproutside," we hope to enhance
willingness of self and professional improvement through
motivation, nature related opportunities, and renewable
resources for people in need.

To accommodate people like Sarah, we've created Sprout. A
haven and refuge from at home distractions where you can
work  well and be well. We understand how important it is
to manage stress while working, so we included elements of
nature in our workspace design to enhance wellbeing.
Together, we have created "Sproutside" communities where
people can enrich themselves in their work and
surroundings.

#Sproutside  #WorkWell&BeWell

Outdoor indoor workspaces to enhance
productivity and well-being for all...

BRANDING



A partnership with WeWork would be possible
given shared working space and overall work value
similarities. The partnership with WeWork would
be tied to their Corporate Social Responsibility
initiative, for individuals and the natural
environment that surrounds them. 

Collaborating with us offers WeWork an
opportunity to enhance the well-being of their
clients by pushing the spatial boundaries between
work and nature through sustainable and eco-
forward means. 

WeWork plans to open 60 new locations in 2022,
and we plan to be a part of that growth.

PARTNERSHIP



New York City's Backyard
Public Access
The North Woods
2024 Renovation Project
Proximity to Columbia University
Expansive demographic

North Central Park
New York, NY

In cooperation with NY Parks and Recreation and
Central Park adjacent community boards

SITE LOCATION



Front View shwing Pod configuration Front View showing Pod configuration 



Front View shwing Pod configuration 

"Sprouts" is a work pod that assesses your mood and health status to
form an optimized workspace that integrates natural elements to
maximize productivity. The design of the Pod is inspired by the idea of
"being wrapped around in nature." The Sprout Pod has two separate
workspaces enclosed under a single undulated surface.  

We hope that by bringing people "Sproutside," we will expand their ability
to develop themselves professionally while also providing them with
chances to engage with nature.



Interior View form the Pod



The pod is designed by keeping universal accessibility in mind. The pod is
8'X6.5' uninterrupted space for easy wheelchair accessibility. Each Pod
contains adjustable furniture, mood lighting, and temperature control to
assist users in increasing their productivity. 

Sproutside explores how an awakening of biophilia in people can help them
inspire and uplift each other, and prepare people for what's next.  Biophilic
design elements positively impact stress recovery and anxiety. Through
combining our research and studies that focus on the effects of nature,
natural light, vistas, plants, smells, sound as well as color texture and
finishes, we designed a positive and lasting effect on individuals through
Sprout work pods.



Front View

connection

Glass help with 
nature visual 

for the privacy
Frosted Glass

Recliner Seating

Wheelchair accessibility 
Space for 

Nature in the space
[1] Visual Connection with Nature
[2] Non-Visual Connection with Nature
[4] Thermal & Airflow Variability
[6] Dynamic & Diffuse Light

Biophillia Patterns

Natural Analogues
[9] Material Connection with Nature

Nature of the space
[10] Prospect
[11] Refuge

Furnitures
Adjustable 

for Passive Air circulation
Adjustable Louvers park visitors

Seating for the 

Desk Light

Operable Window

Entry

Mood Lighting 
Environmental



Providing glass in front creates
a good visual Connection with
nature that feels whole, it grabs
one’s attention and can be
stimulating or calming. It can
convey a sense of time,
weather, and other living things
from the comfort of the pod.

Louvers on top of the door
allow hot air to go out. and a
small openable window near
the desk gives a feeling of both
flexibility and a sense of control.
making it feels refreshing,
active, alive, invigorating, and
comfortable.

Using natural materials like
wood and imitating textured
fabrics creates a non-visual
connection and material
connection with nature. , these
ambient conditions are
perceived as complex and
variable but at the same time
familiar and comfortable

Placing each pod under
undulating earth, we tried to
give a sense of refuge space
that feels separate or unique
from its surrounding
environment; while its spatial
characteristics can feel
contemplative, embracing, and
protective, without
unnecessarily disengaging from
the beauty of central park.

By providing controllable
environmental mood lighting
conveys expressions of time
and movement to evoke
feelings of intrigue, buffered
with a sense of calm.



Outside view showing Sproutside Community 



The Sproutside module is composed of five pods in a semicircular layout.
The circular layout provides an uninterrupted visual connection from each
workspace. The unit's rhythmic undulating surface emerges from the
earth, creates a visual spectacle for park visitors that compels one to
further investigate the space- in a way creating mystery. 

On the backside of each pod, there's a seating element that provides a place
to rest. These emerging undulated surfaces provide a playful landscape for
visitors to interact.  Sproutside attempts to reduce its environmental impacts
by generating electricity through energy production on-site and geothermal
passive cooling. 



Site plan showing Layout & Location  

Northern Central Park  

We choose Northern Central Park as the first
pilot Sproutside community, which will
provide unique access to the diverse residents
of Northern Manhattan and will be replicated
in other locations in the future. 
As shown in the plan, the sprout side near the
Harlem Meer in the Northern Central Park. 



Home Reservation

Visualize impact
Challenges
Community
Recommend articles

We visualized the impact of both
individuals and the whole community. 
 user can know how many Sproutside
pods are being used right now and
how people feel when they are using
the pods.

We also proposed different challenges
for people to accomplish. These small
challenges are designed to motivate
people to realize environmental
protection goals with a sense of
achievement. 

People also can interact with the
community and share their knowledge
and feeling. We also push customized
articles to users based on user habits,
and they can follow their favorite
contributor within the community.

To smooth the sproutside pod's
process, an easy way to reserve and
manage the pod is necessary.

We have an intelligent filter system to
make sure users find the most suitable
pod for them. User can set up their
time, location, and preference while
making a reservation. The zip code
certification will make sure the
residents have equal chances to use
Sproutside Pods, and through
invitation, user can invite their friends
to book more spout side pods or share
with them. The way of using sproutside
pod is not limited. We are not only
trying to connect user with nature but
also connect user with people.

Filter system
Preference 
Make a reservation
with friends

Entice Enter



Control Panel Account 
QR code and NFC unlock
Control Panel for
Sproutside Sprout pods
Time management
Self-check program
Safety and disinfectant
system

After making a reservation, it will
be easy to unlock and control
your sproutside pod. After using
a QR code or phone to open the
app will welcome you to the
control panel, which helps
manage temperature and
lighting. Recommendations will
help you set up the sensor that
fits your work. The self-check
system helps you examine the
Sproutside equipment you've
used and ensure the best quality
for the following user

For the account page, you can
manage all your settings here;
Each user will have their own
growth path to motivate them to
continue using our service. And
you will see all the finished and
unfinished challenges here. and
We will provide you a statistic
report of how much you have
stayed in the sproutside pod and
your wellbeing measurement.
Your whole booking history also
will be present on this page.

Loyalty program
Challenges
Environmental impact
Measure well-being
Booking history 

Engage Exit



POTENTIAL USER JOURNEY



PeopleValue

Outdoor space for activities/
enjoyment
Greenspace
Playspace for humans/animals

Technology
Food, lifestyle
Education
Business services

Direct costs
Local team cost
Overheads
Lease cost
Operating costs
Maintenance costs

Develop markets
Develop offerings
Growth

Membership revenue
Daily, monthly, custom
Ancillary service
3rd party offering
Permits
Donations
Admission fees
Parking fees, tax money,
marketplaces/vendors, 

Merchandise, attractions
       residential development

Right-of-use leases
Workspaces
Active members
Brand
Staff, local teams
Partnerships
Acquisitions
Land space
Park Rangers/Security
Govt. Employees
Volunteers
Residents/Park users
Sponsorships

Develop markets
Develop offerings
Marketing, sales
Private events

Community
Govt. to consumer
Landlord/owners
Developers
Brokers, agents
Referral partners
Architects, engineers
NYC
Private Donors
Neighborhood Board
Groups
Volunteers
Conservancies
Public
Organizations/Events

Govt. to consumer
Community

Amenities & services
Variable cost only
Networking
Accessibility
Outdoor space
Pet-friendly
Child friendly
Health/Wellness
Social opportunities & 
responsibilities 

Open working spaces
Dedicated spaces
Event spaces
Headquarters
Low barriers to entry

Community
Govt. to consumer
Flexibility/freedom
Cared for
Upscale
Entrepreneurial
Economic impacts
Accessibility
Self-service

Word-of-mouth
Sales team
Commercials
Signage/Kiosk
Word of mouth
City maps
Hospitality industry
Public transport

Landlord/owners
Developers
Brokers, agents
Referral partners
Architects,
engineers
NYC
Private Donors
Neighborhood
Board Groups
Volunteers
Conservancies
Public
Organizations/Even
ts
Schools
Wildlife funds
NY State

Companies
Taxpayers
General public
Wild & domesticated animals
Environment
City

Flexibility
Growth
Community
Accessibility

Process

Biophysical
Stocks

Ecosystem Services

Resources

Activities
Governance

Partnerships Value
CoCreations

Value 
Co-Destructions

Relationships

Channels

Stakeholders Ecosystem Actors

Needs

Costs Goals Benefits

Economy
Society

Environment

Sales and marketing
General and admin
Growth and new market
Interest and other cost
Employees

BUSINESS CANVAS



INPUTS ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS OUTCOMES PRIMARY
IMPACT

LONG TERM
IMPACT

WHAT IS REQUIRED 
(RESOURCES) WHAT YOU WILL DO

RESULTS OF THE ACTIVITIES 
(NUMBER OF)

OUTCOMES CREATED i.e. 
INCREASES IN 'XYZ'

THE CHANGE THAT 
WILL OCCUR ACHIEVE TARGET SDGs

Network of volunteer
users

Sproutside App and Pod

Commitment to
working in 
partnership with
community
and other members

Consent and security

App feed

Supporting people working
from home
lacking resources when 
working remotely

Strengthening low income
community's personal 
wellness and work
environments through
tips/advice

Sproutside sprout pod and
app maintenance

Collaboration with WeWork 
and low income community 
of NY, Harlem/Northern
Central Park

Protection of natural
environments with
renewable resources

Decreased negative
mental and social
impacts within
isolated people
Nature-relatedness & 
safety through innovative 
ways to work outside 
in a small indoor
environment

More focus and creativity

Improve the quality of
work from home
activities

Increased work from
home performance and
skill building

Changes in low income
NY neighborhood
community behaviors
and attitudes

Increased job
opportunities,
economic benefits and
social status

More accessible free
options for marginalized
communities

Improve nature related
opportunities and
renewable resources for
people in need

Enhance willingness of self
and professional
improvement through
motivation

More exposure to nature
and biophilic elements

Target Universalism
(Equity over equality &
lowering marginalized 
group's barriers)

Protection and safety for
alternative work
environments

Innovative collaborative
spaces

Campaigns, capacity
building and awareness

THEORY OF CHANGE
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